
 

 

Questions of Project Report : Economics 

 

Attempt any one question. 
 

1. Collect the data of Nepalese gross domestic product (GDP) and per capita income (PCI) in past ten years 

and present it table and bar diagram. Use simple arithmetical and statistical tools like percentage, 

average to analyze the data. Also present the difficulties in the measurement of national income in the 

context of Nepal. 

2. Prepare a project report on tourist’s inflow in Nepal by collecting data of tourists’ arrivals in Nepal of 

last 10 years. Present and analysis this data with the help of statistical and mathematical tools like 

tabulation, bar diagram, percentage, average etc. Also highlight the importance and problems of tourism 

industry in Nepal and measures to solve those problems.  

3. Collect a data of different hydro-electricity project of Nepal and prepare a project report on potentiality 

and current status of hydro-electricity in Nepal. Also discuss the importance and problems of hydro-

electricity development in Nepal. 

4.  Prepare a project report on the Nepal’s inflation on past ten years presenting it into the table and 

diagram. Also analyze the effect of inflation in Nepalese economy. 

5. Prepare a project report on characteristics of five developing and five developed countries with data and 

analyze it. Use major economic indicators while analyzing characteristics of those countries. 

6. Prepare a project report on the classification of industry in Nepal of the basis of fixed assets of the 

industries and on the nature of goods and services produced by the industries. Use the Industrial 

Enterprises Act, 2020 (2076) while classification. Also analyze the importance and problems of 

industrial sector in Nepal. 

 

Important Note: Students are required to use secondary data as received from different sources like 

Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), Ministry of Finance (MoF) etc. So, field visit to collect data in not 

needed. 

 

 

 

 

Format of Project Report 
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Topic of Project Report 

  Topic should be concise, descriptive and informative but catchy. 

 Choose an appropriate topic from the assignment which is given to you. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION             

1.1General Background      

 Provide theoretical background in the starting of your project work. 

 Make a connection between theory and your study. 

 Provide a review of the background literature. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the Study      

 Objectives are the main thirst/desire of the research. 

 Start the objectives with action verbs such as - to examine, to analyze, to identify, to find out, to explore 

etc.  

 You should have SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound) objectives. 

 You must have at least two objectives. 

 

1.3 Limitations of the Study       

 Limitations are the lacking/weakness of your project report. 

 Limitations may be in aspect of time and budget, data available, variable chosen etc. 

 

1.4 Organization of the Study  

 The components of the organization of the study provide a map that guides readers through the reading 

and understanding of your project report.  

 Organize your project work into four sections as mention in the format. 

 

CHAPTER II PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS  

 This chapter is the center part of your project report. 

 Present and analyze the data and your entire task at this section as per the objectives and as per the need. 

 Write the sub-sections of this chapter as mention in the format as per the needs. 

 

CHAPTER III SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 

 Write the summary of your finding and conclusion of your project report. 
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